[Centrioles and microtubules in interphase cells exposed to colcemid. The concentration- and time-dependent effect of the action of the poison].
Under the action of colcemid on SPEV cells the network of cytoplasmic microtubules disappears within less than 1 hour; microtubules attached to pericentriolar satellites are retained for 4 hours. The disassembly time of these microtubules does not depend on colcemide concentration. It is therefore assumed that most of the microtubules are not attached to the centrioles, but have two free ends, thus confirming a hypothesis that they are conveyer-assembled. With colcemid concentration equal to 0.5 mcg/ml, the following dynamics of events is observed for the cell centre: after the microtubules attached to the satellites had disappeared, clusters of electron dense material appear around the centrioles (6 hour incubation), then short microtubules occur among clusters (8 hour incubation) to be subsequently retained (up to 40 hour incubation).